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Well, we made it! It is the end of the school year and the
start of your summer relax time.

best to keep informed but also enjoy your well-needed
break.

Talk about best-laid plans……Oh, say, like what are you
planning to do with your time? Maybe this is one of those
times that is meant to test us on our flexibility and grace
under pressure? In some ways everything is simpler because we are not getting out as much as pre-Covid times
but yet we are having to figure out logistics for things we
have never had to think about before. Like how to have
socially-distanced celebrations.

Members of the DTA’s Executive Committee will also be
attending—albeit in a virtual format—the BCTF’s Summer
Conference in August. Ordinarily, this happens in Kamloops and is a great way for union representatives to learn
about issues and receive training. Doing this virtually will
undoubtedly hold challenges, not the least of which is the
absence of the energy that comes from meeting in person
and sharing stories about how things are working in our
own locals. Several training days are planned for August
but it is too early to know what that will look like.

One of the things that the DTA had to re-think this year
was how to honour our DTA colleagues who are retiring.
Usually the DTA has a social event where retirees are feted
in front of their colleagues and District staff. And then
treated to a beautiful dinner at Tsawwassen Springs Golf
Course and Restaurant with their plus ones and members
of the DTA Executive Committee and other guests. For
obvious reasons this was not possible this year and so a
decision was made to cancel this rite of passage that normally happens in June. Instead, retiring DTA members will
be receiving a very nice gift from the DTA that will allow
them to celebrate in their own way. Shh! Don’t tell them!
What are you going to be doing this summer? A great
many of you will apparently be working on courses for diplomas, masters or other, judging by the number of applications for use of PD funding or unused remedy funding.
This is a boon for teachers in that they are gaining in
skills—the proverbial tools in the toolbox!—and going up
in their categories which will mean bigger paycheques. It
also means that teachers will have access to job postings
previously inaccessible to them. For students, it means
teachers who are better able to serve their needs. So
while many DTA members are relaxing this summer, others will still be working hard. This may require some fine
balancing of your health and wellness.
The BCTF’s Representative Assembly is this upcoming
Monday and Tuesday, June 29th and 30th so myself and the
other two Local Reps from Delta (Kathy Macfarlane and
Stephen Platzer) will be in meetings on those days as well.
The work of the BCTF continues this summer as the Ministry of Education seeks input from various parties as to how
the re-opening of school may look in September. We will
keep you posted with decisions that are made. Do your

One thing the DTA has heard from members is that our
website needs an overhaul. This past few months the DTA
website has been under construction and the new look is
now online. Check it out (www.deltateachers.org) and let
us know what you think.
What about staffing processes that continue after Round
3? Teachers with recall rights who don’t yet have a job can
apply for postings that come out on June 23 and June 30
and those posted later in August. Teachers with recall
rights, greatest seniority and necessary qualifications will
be placed in positions ahead of other candidates assuming
they apply for positions by the posted times. Teachers
considered unqualified for positions may also be interviewed if there are no qualified candidates. In this case,
the “best” of the unqualified may get the position.
DTA members: be advised that no one really looks at your
Profiles on Employee Connect; what Human Resources
DOES look at is your transcript and resume under the Jobs
(Continued on page 2)

Teachers,
most of you
are entering
a summer break
after a
school year
like NO other!
Enjoy your break!
You deserve it!

From the staff at the DTA
office we hope you have a
restful and enjoyable
Summer vacation!
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Tab! So, update these and upload them to Employee Connect.
Earlier in June the DTA experimented with Go-To Meetings
with Staff Reps and with the Executive Committee. These
went well and may be what we use for meetings for the
upcoming school year.
The June 9 meeting of the DTA’s Executive Committee approved a donation in the amount of $800 to the United
Way’s Local Food Hubs programme. The Delta Teachers’
Association Policy allows for donations to organizations
that provide services consistent with the goals of the DTA/
BCTF. The DTA supports the important work of this programme in providing food stability and certainty to Delta
children and their families, which, by extension, benefits
the entire community.

Our office closes on June 26 and re-opens on August 31. I
will be available by email and will be checking emails until July 10th. If you are unable to contact the DTA, members are advised to contact the BCTF Field Service Division.
On behalf of the DTA office, I wish you a restful and rejuvenating summer break. Thank you for all your hard
work this year. You are so important to so many people,
so remember to take care of yourself!

The Delta Teachers’ Association extends its congratulations to all the retirees. Every year in June the Delta
Teachers’ Association holds a celebratory retirement event with a social open to all Delta staff and a dinner
for all retirees and their invited guests. Due to the limitations necessitated by the current COVID-19 pandemic, we were unable to celebrate in the usual way.
The Delta Teachers’ Association wishes the following colleagues a happy, healthy retirement:
Jacqueline Allan
Norma Brealey
Monica Burnett
Joan Canil
Bart Choufour
Marga Craft
Jayne Fenrich
Lisa Fraser
Guy French

Sherry Ghag
Ronald Grant
Lynette Holt
Randall Hunter
Tamara Jobke
Ingrid Lucke
Shannon McLachlan
Mary Jane Moore

“Tad” Boyes Scholarship

Class of
2020

Applicants must be the son or daughter
of a Delta teacher and graduating from a
public school in BC. The scholarship is
$1,000.00 and the criteria is based on
academic excellence.

Application forms for the “Tad” Boyes Scholarship are
available from the DTA office or can be printed from
the DTA website at www.deltateachers.org, under
Forms.
Deadline is June 30, 2020

Michael Moorhead
Carolyn Northcott
Jan Palmer
Wendy Perry
Robert Prins
Gerald Rietze
Joan Roder
Jan Rogers

Catherine Romans
Deborah Schofield
Sheena Skinner
Susan Stockill
Jeannie Stubbs
Joanne Thauli
Kim Williams
Yee Wong

In Memoriam
William (Bill) Stebbings passed away on May 12,
2020. Bill taught in Delta from 1973-2007 mainly at
Seaquam Secondary, and was also involved with the
Academy Program at Sands Secondary from 20082012.

The DTA office closes on
June 26 for the summer
and will reopen on
August 31.

